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PREFACE 

Most of my opportunities to game these days are one-shots, or very short 

campaigns. While I love Trail of Cthulhu, I prefer something simpler for that 

style of gaming.  

 

So, I decided to create Crypt of Cthulhu, a more streamlined version that 

makes it more pick-up-and-play friendly, while not making it Cthulhu Dark 

simple, brilliant though that game is.  

 

In doing so, I ironed out a few quirks to make the rules more uniform and so 

made them more intuitive1. Otherwise, Crypt of Cthulhu is close as possible to 

standard Trail. 

 

Get in touch and let me know what you think. 

  

                                                           
1 Such as removing some traits having negative ranges while others don’t, and standardising the positive range of 
traits to, generally, being 0-10. 

https://imperiousrex.home.blog/contact/


CREATING CHARACTERS 

As in Trail, characters in Crypt of Cthulhu are defined by eight types of traits: 

 

1. Occupations 

2. Credit Rating 

3. Health 

4. Stability 

5. Sanity 

6. Cthulhu Mythos 

7. Drive 

8. Finishing Touches 

 

The first five traits are bought using build points. A character’s starting number of build points is 

dependent on the number of regular players in attendance. See the table below.  

 

Players 
Build Points 

(Purist) 

Build Points 

(Pulp) 

2 42 52 

3 38 48 

4+ 34 44 

 

1. OCCUPATIONS 

Character abilities come from broad occupation-based skills. 

They reflect the skills, knowledge and experience of an expert 

in that profession. 

 

For example, the occupation Police Detective means being 

familiar with the law, knowing how to investigate a crime 

scene and how to interrogate witnesses and suspects. It may 

also mean knowing significant people on the character’s 

beat, but this wouldn’t be core to what they do day-to-day.  



There is no cap on how high an occupation trait can be and players can buy points in as many 

occupations as they like, but the recommended number is five: one each at 10, 8, 6, 4 and 2. The 

remaining points are left to be spent on non-occupation traits: Credit Rating, Health, Sanity and 

Stability.  

 

Each occupation comes with a special benefit (see below), which is only available to someone who 

has that occupation as their primary career. This is the occupation with the highest rating. 

 

• Academic/Scholar (choose speciality: anthropologist, antiquarian, archaeologist, historian, 

linguist, philosopher, or theologian.) 

• Aristocrat/Dilettante 

• Artist/Author 

• Bureaucrat/Government Official 

• Businessperson/Merchant 

• Cleric/Priest 

• Criminal/Gangster 

• Driver/Pilot 

• Electrician/Mechanic 

• Explorer/Surveyor 

• Farmer/Herder 

• Hobo/Tramp 

• Hunter/Tracker 

• Journalist/Reporter 

• Labourer/Tradesman 

• Military (choose speciality: air force, army/marines, engineers/heavy weapons, navy, officer) 

• Orator (choose speciality: law, politics or sales) 

• Parapsychologist/Spiritualist 

• Physician (choose speciality: alienist, ambulance, battlefield, general practitioner, nurse, or 

surgeon) 

• Police/Private Detective 

• Scientist/Researcher  

• Secret Police/Spy 



ACADEMIC/SCHOLAR (choose speciality: anthropologist, antiquarian, 

archaeologist, historian, linguist, philosopher, or theologian. This career can 

be bought multiple times to acquire different specialities.) 

Benefit: Choose a relevant university or college that you are primarily 

affiliated with. You have nearly unrestricted access to its closed library stacks 

and archives, and other academics there can be persuaded to advise you 

within their field of expertise. With a Credit Rating of 3 or better, you have 

tenure and cannot be removed from your professorship without clear, public 

evidence of moral turpitude on your part. 

Credit Rating: 4-6 

 

ARISTOCRAT/DILETTANTE 

Benefit: You may use your Credit Rating pool to call on personal connections of a similar social 

class – the Old Boys Network, family, etc – in any field of endeavour. The connection may not be a 

best friend, but they will feel obligated to help. 

Credit Rating: 7+ 

 

ARTIST/AUTHOR (choose speciality: actor, author, painter, sculptor, etc.) 

Benefit: Once per adventure, you may use any downtime to refresh three Stability points or three 

points to this occupation by creating, practising or simply enjoying your chosen art, or one point if 

it is of a different type. 

Credit Rating: 1-5 

 

BUREAUCRAT/GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL 

Benefit: You may spend points to gain access to hard-to-access organisational, national and local 

government records, and to speed and ease bureaucratic requests. Other bureaucrats may be 

willing to part with off-the-record information.  

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 

BUSINESSPERSON/MERCHANT 

Benefit: After rolling for a bargaining- or negotiation-based test, you may retroactively spend two 

points to reduce the difficulty of your roll by one point. 

Credit Rating: 2+ 



CLERIC/PRIEST 

Benefit: You may easily gain access to Church records. In addition, 

interpersonal actions against fellow believers are at -1 difficulty. This 

includes psychological triage (see Stability and Sanity below). In a Pulp 

campaign, you may possibly have some limited warding against evil. 

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 

CRIMINAL/GANGSTER 

Benefit: After rolling for a test that directly breaks the law, you may 

retroactively spend two points to reduce the difficulty of your roll by one 

point. 

Credit Rating: 1-5 

 

DRIVER/PILOT 

Benefit: You own or have regular access to a good vehicle and its required licences and permits. Its 

size and quality depend on your Credit Rating. If your Credit Rating is high enough, this probably 

becomes a fleet of cars, a much larger aeroplane or a yacht/ship, along with associated crew. 

Credit Rating: 2-3 

 

ELECTRICIAN/MECHANIC 

Benefit: After rolling for a repair- or associated build-based test, you may retroactively spend two 

points to reduce the difficulty of your roll by one point. 

Credit Rating: 2-3 

 

EXPLORER/SURVEYOR 

Benefit: You may spend points to reveal prior travel to a particular region. This will manifest 

largely as basic communication, etiquette, folklore and navigation, but in particular physical 

geography, rather than in-depth study of history and anthropology. 

Credit Rating: 3-5 

 

FARMER/HERDER 

Benefit: Spend points for rural contacts in any field of endeavour and social class as long as they 

have good reason to associate with the countryside. This skill is heavily associated with one region, 



so contacts further afield may cost double or even triple. 

Credit Rating: 1-4 

 

HOBO/TRAMP 

Benefit: You may use this pool to find personal connections familiar with the street and the poor, 

such as other itinerants, charity workers, or a ‘soft touch’.  

Credit Rating: Never more than 1 

 

HUNTER/TRACKER 

Benefit: You may spend points to reveal prior travel to a wide variety of places and climes. This 

will mainly be basic communication, etiquette, folklore and navigation, but in particular flora and 

fauna, rather than in-depth study of history and anthropology. 

Credit Rating: 1-2 

 

JOURNALIST/REPORTER 

Benefit: Define your newspaper or periodical. You have access to its 

archives (those of other newspapers require a spend) and researchers. 

Other journalists there may be willing to part with off-the-record 

rumours.  

Credit Rating: 2-3 

 

LABOURER/TRADESMAN 

Benefit: Spend points to establish rapport with those of a similar social 

class, for example, fellow union members, about sports, drinking in pubs, the finer points of 

gambling. While this can be in any field of endeavour, for those fields not usually open to the 

working class, the contact will only have been distantly associated with those actually involved, 

perhaps as a servant, porter, driver and the like. 

Credit Rating: 1-3 

 

MILITARY (choose speciality: army/marines, engineers/heavy weapons, navy, officer) 

Benefit: You may spend to steady other panicking characters, to gain access to military facilities 

and to decrease the difficulty of Stability tests against human violence.  

Credit Rating: 2-4 



ORATOR (choose speciality: law, politics or sales) 

Benefit: After rolling for a any test based around debating, persuasion or being ‘economical with 

the actualité’, i.e. lying, you may retroactively spend two points to reduce the difficulty of your roll 

by one point. 

Credit Rating: 3+ (2+ for sales) 

 

PARAPSYCHOLOGIST/SPIRITUALIST 

Benefit: Spend points for contacts in any field of endeavour and social class as long as they are a 

believer in the occult. Interpersonal tests with fellow believers are at -1 difficulty. 

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 

PHYSICIAN (choose speciality: alienist, ambulance, battlefield, general practitioner, nurse or 

surgeon) 

Benefit: Healing restores three Health per point spent, rather than two (two to self rather than 

one). An alienist restores points of Stability rather than Health. When restoring Sanity, their help 

allows a character to buy one Sanity at the cost of two Stability, rather than costing three. 

Credit Rating: 3-5 

 

POLICE/PRIVATE DETECTIVE 

Benefit: You can put the police at ease and gain access to case files, evidence rooms, prisoners, 

police laboratories and the morgue. You may also lower the difficulty of a roll for interrogation and 

shadowing on a two-for-one basis. 

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 

SCIENTIST/RESEARCHER (choose speciality: astronomer, biologist, chemist, engineer, forensics, 

geologist, or physicist. This career can be bought multiple times to acquire different specialities.) 

Benefit: Define the university or company you are most affiliated with. You have access to its 

laboratories, workshop or similar to carry out your researches. You can use Credit Rating to get 

tests and experiments performed in other laboratories by your peers or colleagues, or to get 

specialised equipment or machinery built. If you have a Credit Rating of 3 or better, you can get 

access to closed stacks at a university library 

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 



SECRET POLICE/SPY 

Benefit: Spend points to gain access to secret records or aid with tasks of national importance, 

such as those concerning enemies of the State, radicals, the military, foreigners, etc. This will come 

either very fast or very slowly and be either complete overkill or barely enough for what you need. 

It may also draw attention to you from your superiors that is dangerous for your career and/or life. 

Credit Rating: 2-4 

 

 

 

SAMPLE INVESTIGATOR 

Martin Harvesson, Private Eye (Pulp campaign, three players, 46 points) 

Police/Private Detective  10 

Criminal/Gangster   8 

Journalist/Reporter   6 

Driver/Pilot    4 

Bureaucrat/Government Official 2 

 

 

2. CREDIT RATING 

Each career suggests a Credit Rating range, which roughly measures a combination of material 

wealth and social standing. Using build points and starting at 1 you may raise it up to your primary 

career’s maximum. Any rating over that costs double. 

 

Credit Rating Approximate Social Class 

1-2 Pauper/Derelict 

3-4 Working Class 

5-6 Middle Class 

7-8 Upper Class/Wealthy 

9-10 Ruling Gentry/Business Elite/Fabulously Wealthy 

  



3. HEALTH 

Health measures your ability to sustain injuries, resist infection, and survive the effects of toxins. It 

starts at 1 and may be increased with build points up to a maximum of 5 for Purist games and 10 

for Pulp. 

 

When your Health falls to 2, you are Seriously Wounded. You cannot make spends on tasks or 

contests, or on finding clues. Without stabilisation, you will continue to lose a Health point every 

half an hour. Without hospitalisation, you cannot heal. 

 

Once your Health hits 0 you die. You have one last act or opportunity to speak before you expire. 

 

Doctors, nurses and, to a limited capacity, the police and military, can try to help you regain 

Health. The former can restore 1 Health per point spent. The latter can restore one per two points 

spent. (Cost is double to self). 

 

 

 

4. STABILITY 

Stability is mental and emotional resistance to trauma of any kind: natural, human, or 

supernatural. It starts at 1 and may be increased with build points up to a maximum of 5 for Purist 

games and 10 for Pulp. 

 

When your Stability falls to 2, you are Mind Blasted. All you can do is fight, flight or freeze. You 

cannot make spends on tasks or contests, or on finding clues. Lose a permanent point from both 

Stability and Sanity. Gain a relevant mental illness. 

 

Once your Stability hits 0 you go incurably insane. You have one last crazy act before you must 

retire your character. 

 

Alienists, clergy and, in a limited capacity, nurses and commanding officers in the military, can help 

you restore points of Stability, at a cost of one Stability per point spent for the former and one 

Stability for two points for the latter.  



5. SANITY 

Sanity is the ability to believe in or care for any aspect of the world or humanity as we know it – 

religion, science, family, natural beauty, human dignity, even ‘normal’ immorality compared with 

the cold, nihilistic truth that is the Mythos. It starts at 1 and may be increased with build points up 

to a maximum of 5 for Purist games and 10 for Pulp. 

 

Any time a Stability drop leaves you Mind Blasted, lose two permanent points of Sanity.  

 

You can deny the truth of the Mythos by destroying all evidence of what you find in any one 

adventure. Doing so allows you to regain one Sanity point, but you must forever deny, you 

yourself and others, what you learned.  

 

You can also faint. Doing so limits the Sanity loss to only one point, but opens you up to other 

dangers while you are unconscious. 

 

When restoring Sanity, the help of alienists and clergy allows a character to buy one Sanity at the 

cost of two Stability; otherwise it costs three. 

 

 

Sample Investigator 

Martin Harvesson, Private Eye 

Credit Rating 4 (Working Class) 

Health  4 

Stability 6 

Sanity  8 

 

 

 

6. CTHULHU MYTHOS 

Cthulhu Mythos is not something you usually start with when you create a character. It is a 

combination trait that is both direct knowledge and experience of the Mythos, but also impossibly 

discerned insights into the same. Read a grimoire on one subject and improve your trait, which 



later makes it easier to determine the true nature of a completely different Mythos subject purely 

because your mind is now more in tune with the true, horrific nature of reality2. 

 

Cthulhu Mythos starts at 0 and can be increased during play. It has no cap, although, (purely for 

comparison) a low-level cultist might have a rating of 2, a cult lieutenant one of 4, a chief cultist 6 

and an immortal sorcerer 8, with lesser Mythos creatures having it at least at 10. 

 

Successfully use the Cthulhu Mythos trait to gain insight into an investigation and you will 

understand, understand all too well, unbalancing your mental equilibrium. 

 

Revelation Stability loss Sanity loss 

This threat has far wider implications than you thought -2 -1 

This threat puts you and your loved ones in danger or is global -4 -2 

This threat could well destroy the world at any moment -6 -3 

 

 

 

7. DRIVES 

Drives set you on the path to investigating the Mythos, motivate you to stay the course, but also 

lure you into danger. Choose one from the following: 

• Adventure: Action, combat, and strange new experiences! 

• Antiquarianism: The dead past is the only place you feel truly alive.  

• Arrogance: The rules of petty people don’t apply to you, and neither do their petty fears. 

• Artistic Sensitivity: You must follow your Muse wherever she leads.  

• Bad Luck: These things just seem to happen to you. Perhaps you’re cursed... 

• Curiosity: Damn the risks! There’s something going on here and you’re going to figure it out. 

• Duty: Somebody’s got to do it or things will just get worse.  

• Ennui: You’ve tried everything. So what if this might kill you? At least that would be different. 

• Follower: This wasn’t your idea, and you’d like that put in the report.  

• In the Blood: The urge to study antique texts and ruins runs in the family. Why is that...? 

• Revenge: You must follow any trail for vengeance to the bitter end. 

• Scholarship: Uncovering the truth about the world is what true scholars do. 

• Sudden Shock: The scales were ripped from your eyes and now you must learn the Truth of it.  

                                                           
2 Thanks to Graham Walmsley for this concept. 



• Thirst for Knowledge: You simply must learn the secret lore of the cosmos! 

 

Background: Determine how your drive led you into the life of an investigator.  

 

Motivation: Once per session, if you can justify it, describe a scene, using elements from Finishing 

Touches below, based on your drive that helps you continue the investigation. Gain one Stability 

point for a Purist game and two for a Pulp game. 

 

Lure: The GM may use your drive to encourage you to act in a dangerous way. A moderate 

temptation, non-life threatening, is a soft driver. A far stronger temptation, probably life-

threatening, is a hard driver. Spend two Stability points to resist a soft driver and four points for 

a hard driver. Follow a driver to gain those same Stability points. 

 

 

8. FINISHING TOUCHES 

As well as the usual name, physical and personal descriptions, and background, also name one 

NPC, one location and one object that are close to your character. Each must be linked in some 

way to your drive, and so how you can replenish your Stability points using Motivation and Lures 

(see above). 

 

Sample Investigator 

Martin Harvesson, Private Eye 

 

Police/Private Detective  10 

Criminal/Gangster   8 

Journalist/Reporter   6 

Driver/Pilot    4 

Bureaucrat/Government Official 2 

 

Credit Rating  4 (Working Class) 

Health   4 

Stability  6 

Sanity   8 



 

“When a man’s partner is killed, he’s got to do something about it.” Martin’s partner got into 

something strange down on the docks and was murdered. Martin won’t let it rest, even after it cost 

him his badge on the force. His drive is Revenge. 

 

NPC:  Lieutenant McAllen (a straight cop in a bent city and Martin’s former partner on  

  the force).  

Location: Malone’s Bar (cop bar around the corner from Martin’s current office and near his 

old precinct house). 

Object:  Old detective’s badge (from when he was on the force). 

  



DOING THINGS 

 

1. Investigating 

Player characters are expert investigators: As long as your investigator has a relevant career for 

any task that could find a clue, such as analysing a crime scene, conducting research in a library, or 

questioning witnesses, the default assumption is that they succeed and find a clue. 

 

From the GM’s perspective, there should always be one clue found by the investigators that will 

lead them onto another scene. This is the core clue. At its most simple, an investigation will 

involve a series of such clues. Done well, this is more than sufficient for a scenario. However, it 

runs the risk of railroading. Wherever possible, try to provide more than one clue at a time and 

make sure not to broadcast which is the core clue to the players. 

 

One solution is, after describing a scene, to ask each player how their characters are investigating. 

Only after they have all stated their approaches should you go on to resolve each action in turn. 

This allows you to add the core clue amongst the other clues and red herrings without making it 

obvious which is which. 

 

Spends: To do even better, the player may make a Spend a point from a relevant career pool. They 

may ask for this, or more usually the GM will offer it. These are just ways to make their 

investigatory action even better. Consider it a critical success. 

 

Examples include finding additional clues, making an NPC treat you more favourably (useful if they 

are likely to be encountered again), reducing the time it takes to do a research or bureaucratic 

task, having insider knowledge that gives a short cut into a cultist temple, etc. 

 

If the player doesn’t have a relevant career or they do but its pool is exhausted, they may spend 

two points of their nearest relevant pool instead. 

 

 

 

 



2. Contests 

Non-investigatory actions are determined by rolling a six-sided die (1d6) against a difficulty target 

number: 

4 Uncertain 

6 Very difficult 

8 Nearly impossible 

If something is easier than just being uncertain, don’t bother rolling. The player character should 

succeed and the story move on. 

 

For example, Harvey wants to persuade a gangster to let him see the mob boss.  

• If Harvey is on cordial terms with the boss then assume, after some roleplaying, that he can 

go and see him.  

• Difficulty 4 if he doesn’t know the boss. 

• Difficulty 6 if he doesn’t know the boss, who is more wary than usual. 

• Difficulty 8 if he doesn’t know the boss, who is actively in a gangland war or under 

investigation from the Feds. 

 

To ensure a success, a player may add as many points as they wish from a relevant pool to their 

die roll. 

 

For a Purist game, the GM should not reveal the difficulty before players assign points. 

For a Pulp game, the GM does reveals the difficulty. 

 

 

3. Stability, Sanity and Madness 

 

Stability will go down a lot during a scenario, but recover between session. Sanity will erode more 

slowly and can only recover in a Pulp game. 

 

Consider your Stability pool as a measure of how close you are to snapping today; your Sanity pool 

measures how close you are to seeing the Truth forever. 

 



Experiencing anything especially violent or supernatural requires a Stability roll, which can be 

modified by spending Stability points. The difficulty is 4 for mundane violence or horror; 5 for 

anything Mythos related, 6 for something truly awful. 

 

In addition, the amount of Stability lost on a failed roll varies: 

 

Stability loss Mundane Supernatural 

1 Witness a killing Experience a strong supernatural sensation 

2 Kill someone in a fight  See something supernatural, or a lesser 
Mythos creature at a distance 

3 Discover a loved one was killed  See a lesser Mythos creature up close 

4 See a loved one killed Attacked by a lesser Mythos creature 

5 Kill a loved one yourself Any encounter with a greater Mythos creature  

 

 

 

4. Combat 

Combat is simple, quick and deadly. Difficulties to hit are:  

Difficulty Purist Pulp 

2 - Mooks 

4 Mook Trained 

6 Trained Lesser Mythos 

8 Lesser Mythos Great Mythos 

 

A success does one point of damage to Health, modified by weapons, armour and cover: 

Weapon Type Damage Modifier 

Fist, kick –1 

Small improvised weapon, blackjack, bullwhip, nightstick, knife 0 

Big improvised weapon, machete, fireplace poker, .32 revolver +1 

Sword, shotgun +2 

 

Armour subtracts damage. In the 1930s, there is little to no combat armour. At best, heavy 

clothing and leather may provide a -1 damage modifier, but this isn’t something you would 

wander around in day-to-day. A helmet provides -2 damage against headshots only. Any armour 

will give you a negative modifier to any athletic or social tests, depending on the circumstances. 

 

Cover does the same. Exposed is +1 damage, partial is 0 and full cover is -1. 

 



You can make a Spend from a relevant career pool for a combat Benefit, doubling your damage. 

 

The lesson here? Avoid combat, especially in a Purist game, and run away. But when you do fight, 

spend every point you have to win fast. 

 

 

 

5. Improving your Investigator 

 

At the end of a session, gain two build points to spend on anything other than Credit Rating 

Cthulhu Mythos or Sanity, and may also reassign two points from your current traits and put them 

anywhere else other than those three traits. 

 

Credit Rating and Cthulhu Mythos may only be increased through roleplaying: in game effort and 

changing circumstances for the former and reading eldritch tomes and the like for the latter. 


